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The new Mitas ENDURO TRAIL-XT+ tire 
takes riders on unlimited off-road adventures 

• The newest off-road adventure tire, the Mitas ENDURO TRAIL-XT+ available this fall 
• Designed for 80% off-road & 20% on-road performance and available in two different 

versions  
• M+S rating, the ENDURO TRAIL-XT+ tire is made to handle the most challenging terrain, 

especially muddy or tough gravel trails 
 

Mitas announces the latest addition to its already extensive adventure tire portfolio: the Mitas 

ENDURO TRAIL-XT+. It is the next generation in a long line of Mitas off-road adventure tires 

conceived for riders who want to push the limits in off-road adventuring, with a tire they can trust 

to take them all the way. 

Gustavo Pinto Teixeira, Vice President of Two Wheels and Specialty Tires at Yokohama TWS, 

says about the latest Mitas adventure tire: “The ENDURO TRAIL-XT+ is the most aggressive tire 

in our adventure range, designed to meet the toughest trail conditions head-on. We want Mitas to 

be the tire of choice for off-road adventure lovers looking to ride harder and deeper into unknown 

territories with confidence.”  

Thanks to its extremely aggressive pattern and unique compound formulation, the ENDURO 

TRAIL-XT+ tire delivers impressive performance on muddy trails and rough, gravel roads while 

handling high-speed motorways with ease. Classified as M+S, the ENDURO TRAIL-XT+ tire is 

designed to guarantee riders off-road performance, durability with good handling and stability on 

road transfer sections. 

This newest Mitas tire will soon be released in two different versions: Standard – for the best all-

around performance in any weather and the Dakar – with its Ultra Heavy-Duty compound for 

maximum durability and a reinforced carcass making it virtually puncture proof. 

For more information about Mitas ENDURO TRAIL-XT+, please visit www.mitas-

moto.com/en/products/motorcycle-trail-tires/enduro-trail-xt-plus.   
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Mitas is the tire brand for customers across Agricultural, Material Handling, Construction and Two-Wheeler 
markets with a decades-long tradition.  
Mitas tire portfolio offers reliable solutions to support the everyday challenges of those that work in these 
businesses and explore new trails on two-wheels. 
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